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POPULAR AND PRACTICAL ENTOMOLOGY. 

BY JOHX J. DAVIS, WEST LAFABETTE, IYDIANA. 

Numerous instances are on record where the occurrence of a 
noxious insect has resulted in recommendations 1% hich are not only 
effective in controlling the pest, but  a t  the same time a benefit to  
agriculture. I t  is here sufficient to illustrate with such common 
examples as the northern corn root-worn1 (Diabrotica loneicornis) 
and the corn root-aphis (Aph i s  maidi-radicis) which are controllable 
by proper rotations, and the alfqlfa weekil (Phytonomus posticus) 
which is checked by the use of methods beneficial to  the plant and 
disastrous to the insect. Recommendations for Hessian fly control 
may liken ise be considered beneficial from the point of >jen of the 
agronomist, since it has been learned that the time of seeding to  
avoid the fly attack in the fall is coincident with the proper seed- 
ing date regardless of insect prevalence, and further that  the 
supplementary recommendation, namely that  of destroying the 
summer brood of fly by ploming under the stubble, is a good 
agronomic practice according to certain authorities, and especially 
in those sections where the fly is so frequently abundant. 

In the past we have bepn largely dependent on two practices 
for the control of the common uhite grub (Larhnosterna spp.), 
namely that  of pasturing hogs in infested fields and a rotation 
whereby corn, the most important field crop injured by grubs, is 
planted the year of grub abundance on ground which was con- 
tinually cultivated during the flight of May-beetles the preceding 
spring. In  other words, the control is practically a recommenda- 
tion to plant corn on corn ground, that  is, corn on ground likely 
to contain fewer grubs, in order to  avoid injury. This can hardly 
be considered a remedy since i t  avoids rather than destroys the 
insect,and the practice of planting corn on corn ground is not good 
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agronomic advice, nor indeed is i t  a good entomological practice 
in relation to such insects as the root aphis and root worm. 

For several years past our records have shown very little or 
no injury to corn planted on ground which was in clover the pre- 
ceding year, and not infrequently observant farmers have reported 
this condition. The past year observations which are more con- 
clusive and which corroborate the above statment have been made. 
For instance, last fall a t  Cascade, Iowa, we collected grubs behind 
a plow which circled a field, two-thirds of which bore a crop of 
timothy and one-third a gmd  stand of alsike clover. As the plow 
turned up the soil in the timothy area the grubs were very abundant 
but as  soon as the clover sod was reached, scarcely a grub could 
be found. Further, a t  one corner of the clover area the clover 
had died out,  apparently because the lime had washed away, and 
the small patch had grown up in smartweed, sorrel and the like. 
and here the grubs were again abundant as in the timothy end of 
the field. At Richland, Michigan, a farmer limed his field pre- 
paratory to sowing clover, but left one drill row unlimed to satisfy 
himself on the value of the lime. Last spring when the May- 
beetles were abundant a t  Richland there was an excellent stand of 
red clover over the entire field excepting the unlimed strip which 
grew up to grass and timothy. An examinztion this spring re- 
vealed 30 to 40 grubs to the square yard in the unlimed strip, that  
is, where the timothy was growing, while in the rest of the field 
where the clover had made a good growth only 1 or 2 grubs to the 
square yard were to be found, and in digging a trench from the 
clover into the timothy one knew as soon as the timothy strip mas 
reached by an abundance of grubs. All of these facts give us 
conclusive evidence that May-beetles will not deposit their eggs 
in numbers in ground which has a stand of clover which covers 
the ground, probably because the clover mats over the surface 
and makes i t  difficult for the beetles to make an entrance. 

The natural conclusion is to substitute clover for timothy in 
the rotation and to follow corn on clover ground, especially the 
year following an abundance of May-beetles. The growing of 
clover in place of timothy is a practice which has been recom- 
mended and advised by agronomists, but in most sections where 
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the grubs are destructive the advice has not beeh followed. Farm- 
ers, as a rule, tell us they cannot grow clover in northern Illinois, 
southern b7isconsin and similar latitudes because of winter ki!ling. 
On the contrary thoroughly competerlt authorities inform us that  
if the land is properly prepared for clover the danger of loss by 
winter killing is of little consequence, and that agriculture would 
be greatly improved in these sections if i t  were possible to secure 
a greater acreage of clover to replace the now large acreage of 
timothy. With the knowledge we now possess with regard to the 
importance of clover in the rotation as a means of preventing white 
grub injury i t  is not unlikely that  i t  will have some influence in 
reducing the timothy and increasing the clover acreage in the white 
grub districts, and in this way in part compensates for the losses 
which have resulted within the past ten years. 

A rotation which we have recommended in the past for the 
white grub territory of northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin 
and similar latitudes and which is approved by the agronomists 
is oats or barley, clover and corn. If oats or barley are on the 
ground the year of the May-beetle flight i t  will contain many grubs 
but since either will be followed by clover which is little injured by 
white grubs, no harmful results will follow. If the field bears a 
good stand of clover during May and June of the year May-beetles 
are abundant, few or no eggs will be laid in the ground and i t  can 
be safely followed by corn, while if the field is in corn the year the 
beetles are abundant, few eggs will be laid if the field is kept culti- 
vated during the flight of the May-beetles,as i t  naturally should 
be,and further even should there be eggs laid in the corn ground 
as there occasionally are when the field is alongside a timber lot, 
the ground would be planted to oats or barley the following year 
according to the rotation suggested and these grains are little 
injured by grubs. 

These few facts regarding the role of clover in the rotation to 
prevent white grub losses are brought together not only to empha- 
size the entomological importance of this crop, but also to show 
again the intimate relation between the study of soils and crops 
and field crop entomology,and the importance of a more intimate 
correlation of the two subjects. 




